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Little, or no, recourse
for renters in county
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Middletown apartments
burn in the Valley fire.

Valley fire
to cost
insurers
$700M
September blaze the
third most destructive
in state history
By GLENDA ANDERSON
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EVICTION NOTICE: Santa Rosa code enforcement officer Ceci Sevilla posts an eviction order at a home in south Santa Rosa on Aug. 28. Santa Rosa, which is home to
more than a third of the county’s population, accounts for two-thirds of the 253 unresolved substandard housing cases verified between August and December.

WATCH SONOMA COUNTY »
Departments charged with
enforcing health, safety laws
understaffed, workers say
By ANGELA HART
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T

he government framework set up to
protect Sonoma County renters from
unsafe and unhealthy living conditions has developed such extensive cracks
that it has left many tenants without
public recourse save for the court system,
where help often comes too late to make
fixes or fight evictions ordered by
ONLINE
landlords, a Press
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Democrat investian online map showing
the location of open sub- gation has found.
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with enforcing
state health and
safety laws on housing are understaffed,
according to current and former employees, and most cannot keep up with their
active caseloads, which are growing in
both sheer volume and in the severity of
alleged violations, according to records
examined over the past six months by the
newspaper.
In some cases, building officials or
enforcement officers who investigate
complaints of code violations are allowed
to cherry-pick which cases they pursue,
while others can be shelved and forgotten
about without regular prodding by tenants
or their advocates, according to current
and former inspectors from code enforcement departments throughout the county.
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Norovirus
on rise again
in care homes
AWAITING BACKUP: Code enforcement officers Ceci Sevilla, left, and Mark Maystrovich wait for police
assistance as they prepare to head out to a code violation assignment Aug. 28 in south Santa Rosa.
“Sometimes we have politicians telling
us, ‘We want you to look at this one,’” said
Mark Setterland, Santa Rosa’s chief building official who was in charge of the city’s
code enforcement division until November. “Sometimes we have people who are
the squeaky wheels — complainers who
constantly call. It’s easier to deal with that
person now rather than a City Council
member or the city manager a month from
now.”
The result is that landlords found to
be in violation of state health and safety
codes can delay housing fixes for years.
Sometimes they do nothing, current and
former code enforcement officials said.

“We have this attitude that as long as
they’re making progress and moving forward, we’re going to try to be flexible with
them,” Setterland said. “There are some
who can’t afford to fix everything at once,
so they sit and wait until we come around
again. But with a caseload as high as we
have, when something comes off the radar,
it stays off the radar for a while. … It can
be years.”
Departments only track investigations
once complaints are verified by inspectors
in site visits. Lining up a site visit can take
months, and the follow-up inspection to
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Substandard housing affects hundreds of Sonoma County residents,
sometimes taking a toll on health.
Government action often falls short in
ensuring that the problems are fixed.

Nine families were displaced from a
Santa Rosa apartment complex where
conditions prompted a lawsuit against
landlords and a shakeup in city staff
and policy.

As elected officials wrestle with how
to respond to the rise in substandard
housing cases, local agencies responsible for protecting tenants are shortstaffed, hampering investigations.

Short of government action, tenants
in substandard housing are turning
up the heat on unresponsive landlords, seeking out attorneys and filing
lawsuits in some cases.
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Two of the most destructive
fires in state history — the Valley and Butte — are expected
to cost insurers $1 billion in
claims, the California Department of Insurance reported
Monday. A majority of the
estimated insurance costs —
$700 million — were generated when the Valley fire swept
through Lake, Napa and Sonoma counties last year, consuming 76,067 acres, killing four people and damaging or destroying
almost 2,000 structures.
Nearly all the damage from
the September blaze — the third
most destructive in state history
— occurred in Lake County.
County
Supervisor
Rob
Brown said he’s “not surprised” by the $700 million figure. He noted that numerous
businesses — including two resorts, Hoberg’s and Harbin Hot
Springs — were among the fire’s
casualties.
The Butte fire, the seventh
most destructive in state history, damaged or destroyed
818 structures and killed two
people as it raged through 70,868
acres in Amador and Calaveras
counties. The Valley and Butte
fires ignited within days of each
other in early September.
So far, insurance companies
have received 5,600 claims and
paid out more than $500 million to
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MOTHER, 74, TESTIFIES IN BEATING: Santa
Rosa woman says son hit her with cast iron
skillets; ‘I didn’t know if I was going to die’ / A3

By MARTIN ESPINOZA
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Wash your hands frequently,
because it’s that time of year
again. Norovirus, commonly
referred to as the stomach flu or
winter vomiting disease, is on
the loose again, wreaking havoc
at what public health officials
call “congregate care” facilities
such as assisted living or skilled
nursing homes.
But don’t blame our seniors
— they’re just the proverbial canary in the coal mine, a particularly vulnerable population that
lets us all know the nasty virus
is among us.
“We’re starting to see more
outbreaks. Where there is an
outbreak, it’s kind of like the tip
of the iceberg,” said Karen Holbrook, Sonoma County’s deputy
health officer.
Because it is so prevalent, individual cases of norovirus, outside the group quarters setting,
are not tracked. Seniors, along
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